The bigraph theory is a relatively young, yet formally rigorous, mathematical framework encompassing Robin Milner's previous work on process calculi, on the one hand, and provides a generic meta-model for complex systems such as multi-agent systems, on the other. A bigraph F = F P , F L is a superposition of two independent graph structures comprising a place graph F P (i.e., a forest) and a link graph F L (i.e., a hypergraph), sharing the same node set, to express locality and communication of processes independently from each other.
Introduction and Motivation
Complex systems exhibit highly intertwined agents (physical or logical) organized in more or less hierarchical-like structures where agents possess loose and close inter-linkages which additionally are equipped with different semantics (e.g., communication). Consequently, collections of agents (so-called ensembles) lead to unpredictable collective behavior (cf. [1, p. 2] ). One can observe that the system's dynamic and emergent complexity is greater than the sum of the individual collections and their parts. Hence, the development of any complex system is not feasible without understanding and responding to the inter-dependencies and linkages equally on the macro-and microscopic scale.
In this respect, agent-based models have become of increasing importance in different fields of application regarding the modeling and simulation of complex systems (see, for example, [2, 3, 4, 5] ). Within this computational model, individual entities of a complex system are modeled as agents, whereas the behavior and interaction between them are determined by a set of predefined rules. This rudimentary description coincides with the most common definition of agent-based models in the literature, namely, that agents act with each other within an environment over time in order to study systems exhibiting complex behavior (see [6] and [7] for a more detailed discussion). Owing to the considerable success agent-based modeling approaches have enjoyed so far in various domains, many formalisms have emerged around that subject, among them different process calculi. Here, the term process "refers to behavior of
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, random bigraph generation was not the main focus of related scientific research until now but extensively for similar graphical structures, e.g., DAGs, networks, trees, and forests, which we are briefly present below.
A great many random network models have been studied so far, including the configuration model, the Erdös-Rényi (ER) model [35] and the Watts-Strogatz model (i.e., a small-world network model) [36] . We refer the reader to [37] for a greater overview. This list is not exhaustive, but worth mentioning are further Wilson's algorithm [38] for creating random spanning trees of an undirected graph, dynamic network models [39] or random graphs with fixed degree sequences [40] . Most of them are sufficiently matured, evaluated, and tested, and found their practical applicability in concrete domains. On the contrary, observed from a pragmatic model transformation standpoint, Fernández et al. [41] present a different approach by means of graph rewriting. A port graph is used as the internal embodiment of a social network. In this social network model, nodes represent people and edges the connections between them. The graph is then incrementally expanded by consecutively applying rules which reconfigure the social network graph.
Contributions of this Paper
In this work, we shall focus on taking some preparatory steps towards an algorithm for generating random bigraphs by extending the ideas of previous works. Due to the bigraph's anatomy, however, former ideas are not always directly applicable within the framework of bigraphs. Thus, the generation differs from the usual network generation approaches and must be appropriately adapted. In particular, the main contribution of this paper is to investigate on the construction of bigraphical agents, a certain kind of bigraphs that are being appropriated by bigraphical reactive systems (BRS) 3 . The reason for this: Reduction semantics in process calculi are commonly prescribed by rules (i.e., reactions) of the form a a , where a, a are called agents (see also [13, 14] ); making them also one of the main algebraic structures concerning bigraph matching and rewriting (see Sec. 2.2) . Both are necessarily the primary operations to cover the computational notion of bigraphs. Meaning, they are used almost without exception when conducting simulations or employing the bigraph theory for real-world applications.
Structure of this Paper
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we begin by introducing bigraphs and bigraphical reactive systems. Then in Sec. 3, we present our approach for random generation of place graphs first, and after link graphs. In Sec. 4, we compute several measures originating from network theory and conduct statistical analyses to capture information about the structure of the generated bigraphs and the algorithm's behavior. For example, we use global measures such as the assortativity for analyzing link graphs and focus on the node degree distribution of place graphs. We provide proof outlines of some properties based on statistical analyses of experimental data. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes this paper and gives some directions for future work.
Preliminaries: Bigraphs and Bigraphical Reactive Systems
We wish to give a brief introduction concerning the bigraph theory devised by Robin Milner. In the sequel, we use the formalization based on [13] for this purpose, where the reader can find all further relevant formal definitions. A bigraph is either abstract or concrete. Specifically in this work, we are concerned with pure concrete bigraphs (see also [13, 42, 43] ). Bigraphs employ category theory as the formal mathematical underpinning; however, the reader does not need to be concerned about technical details at this point. For the following explanation of the bigraph's anatomy, we shall use the bigraph depicted in Fig. 1 as a running example.
Signature. A bigraph is defined over a signature K which specifies the syntax of the bigraph. Let C = {C i } 0≤i≤n−1 denote the set of controls of a bigraph B over the signature K, C ∈ K. The signature of the bigraph F in Fig. 1 is K = {Room : 0, Computer : 1, User : 0, Phone : 1, Data : 0}. Definition 1. (Basic Signature (after [13, p. 7])) A basic signature takes the form (K, ar). It has a set K whose elements are kinds of node called controls, and a map ar : K → N assigning an arity, a natural number, to each control. The signature is denoted by K when the arity is understood. A bigraph over K assigns to each node a control, whose arity indexes the ports of a node, where links may be connected. Figure 1 : A concrete bigraph with its corresponding place graph and link graph. The bigraph has one outer name Y = {network}, and one root n = {0}. It has three sites m = {0, 1, 2} and no inner names X = ∅.
Static Structure of a Bigraph
Having arrived here, we define place graphs first, and link graphs after to finally combine them into bigraphs. Both graph structures are the constituents of a bigraph which are independently defined and only share the same node set.
Place Graph. A place graph is a forest of trees with special leaves. A tree of a place graph is a rooted unordered labeled graph, which is acyclic. It is used to model node hierarchies that reflect the parentchild-relations and is represented visually by nesting nodes into other nodes. Thus, inner nodes contained in outer nodes are called children of these. For instance, node v 1 with ctrl(v 1 ) = User is a child of v 0 with ctrl(v 0 ) = Room. This nesting is used to express physical or logical location, ownership, or similar concepts (referring to Fig. 1 , a room contains a computer and a user, where a user has a phone). Siblings are nodes under the same parent. The gray shaded shapes are special leaves of the place graph, called sites, and represent "holes". They have two purposes. On the one hand, they abstract other nodes away, and on the other, they are used to nest other bigraph's roots in these sites. A root of a place graph is also called "region" (illustrated as an outermost container with a dotted border). Distinct finite ordinals index both roots and sites and represent the outer face and inner face of the place graph, respectively. Definition 2. (Concrete Place Graph (after [13, p. 15] )) A concrete place graph
is a triple having an inner face m and an outer face n, both finite ordinals. These index respectively the sites and roots of the place graph. F has a finite set V F ⊂ V of nodes, a control map ctrl F : V F → K and a parent map
Link Graph. A link graph is a hypergraph where edges also connect to "special" graph elements that form the interface of the link graph. These are called inner names and outer names. An integral part of a node is the port (see also Def. 1). The arity of a control determines how many ports a node has, meaning, how many links can be connected to this node. Each distinct node's port can directly connect to an edge or an outer name. Links connect multiple points, i.e., inner names and ports. This notion is expressed by the link graph depicted at the bottom-right of Fig. 1 . 
is a quadruple having an inner face X and an outer face Y , both finite subsets of X , called respectively the inner and outer names of the link graph. F has finite sets V F ⊂ V of nodes and E F ⊂ E of edges, a control map ctrl F : V F → K and a link map link F :
is the set of ports of F . Thus (v, i) is the ith port of node v. We shall call X P F the points of F , and E F Y its links.
Further, we distinguish between open and closed links. An outer name is an open link and an edge is a closed link [42, p. 1013] , and a point is open if its link is open, otherwise it is closed. A closed link can be thought of a "restricted" name which is invisible to the context and has no name attached to it, unlike an open name (see [22, p. 129] ). A link is called idle when no point is connected to it. Referring to Fig. 1 , all devices such as the two computers in the different rooms and the user's phone are connected with the same network denoted by the outer name network (i.e., they share the same link ).
Having defined a place graph and a link graph formally, we arrive at the definition for a concrete bigraph.
Definition 4. (Concrete Bigraph (see [13, p. 15] )) A concrete bigraph
is a quintuplet comprising a concrete place graph F P = (V F , ctrl F , prnt F ) : k → m and a concrete link
Elementary Bigraphs. Elementary bigraphs are node-free bigraphs; an exceptions are ions, atoms and molecules. We distinguish between placings and linkings (see [13] ).
They represent the set of basic bigraphs of which more complex ones can be built. Tab. 1 shows some basic bigraphs in their graphical and corresponding algebraic notation. A bijection from sites to 
roots is called a permutation π and a bijective substitution is a renaming α. A substitution σ : X → Y is the tensor product of elementary substitutions σ def = y0 /X0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn−1 /Xn−1, where Y = { y} and X 0 · · · X n−1 , and a closure is the tensor product of elementary closures /W def = /w 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ /w n−1 , where W = { w}. The placing merge itself is recursively defined merge 0 = 1, merge 1 = id 1 , merge 2 = join, merge n+1 = join • (id 1 ⊗ merge n ) using only the identity place graph at 1 and join.
Composition. To conclude this section, we discuss some of the basic bigraph operations for constructing more sophisticated graph structures. All bigraphs can be obtained from elementary bigraphs using the basic categorical operations, i.e., tensor product ⊗ for the juxtaposition of bigraphs and composition • for nesting of bigraphs. Above, we have shown how to produce any substitution and closure by using just the tensor product. We shall illustrate their use by means of our running example bigraph B over the signature K from Fig. 1 . The full algebraic expression is
and
What we deliberately have left out, are derived operations that generalize the composition and tensor product, namely, nesting "." and parallel product "||", respectively, which allow name sharing. Using these derived operators yield in a more compact and convenient expression as the one presented above. For more information on this matter, we refer to [13] .
Dynamics of a Bigraph
For process calculi, it is common to express dynamics through reactions. A reaction is a labeled transition of the form a L − −− a where L − −− is regarded as a reaction relation. Comparing two systems, whether they behave alike, is primarily conducted by means of a labeled transition system (LTS). In general, an LTS is a semantic model to describe distributed systems, which can be thought of as a directed graph with nodes and edges. Nodes are called the states of the system, and edges represent the transitions. Each edge is labeled from some vocabulary expressing the action between two states. Thus, the label L indicates the action on how to reach the specific state a from a.
To express dynamics within bigraphs, the extension called bigraphical reactive systems was introduced by Milner. Different notions of behavioral equivalence exist, such as trace equivalence or bisimilarity. The bigraph theory provides a uniformly treat across process calculi and a proof that bisimilarity is always a congruence in a wide reactive system with RPOs [13, Theorem 7.16 ]. Here we briefly present the technical definitions. Readers interested in a more comprehensive presentation of this topic may consult [12, 13, 44] . In contrast to the reaction relation mentioned above a L − −− a , the key question here is whether these labels can be derived from a set of reaction rules of the form r −− r instead. Within the bigraphical framework, labels are regarded as contexts so that a Agents. Bigraphs with the domain are called agents and are denoted with lower case letters of the form a : → I, often written a : I (see [45, p. 18] and [13, p. 74] ). Thus, agents are called ground, meaning, they have no inner names and no sites. The initial set of bigraphs in a BRS are agents.
Reaction Rules. Reaction rules describe the semantics of a bigraphs. We distinguish between ground and parametric reaction rules. where R is the parametric redex, R the parametric reactum, and η a map of finite ordinals. R and R must be lean, and R must have no idle roots or names. The rule generates all ground reaction rules
The parameter d is a discrete bigraph of the form d = d 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ d m−1 ; η the instantiation map wherē η(d) = d η(0) || · · · ||d η(m −1) .
In order to evolve a bigraph, reaction rules must be applied to it. Considering the parametric reaction rule R = (R, R ), R is the search pattern to be found in an agent (i.e., the target bigraph). This problem is known as the bigraph matching problem.
Simple and Nice BRS. The purpose of our presented approach is to generate agents for a certain class of BRSs. For this reason, we wish to give the definition of a particular class of BRSs termed simple and nice. The imposed constraints are not severe and only produce a certain class that makes the LTS more tractable without losing expressiveness. For a detailed explanation with proofs, the reader may refer to [13, p. 96 ]. This leaves us with the formal definition of a general BRS and its special class: Definition 6. (Bigraphical Reactive System (BRS) (after Definition 8.6 [13, p. 92])) A (concrete) bigraphical reactive system (BRS) over Σ consists of 'BG(Σ) equipped with a set 'R of parametric reaction rules closed under support equivalence; that is, if R S and R S and 'R contains (R, R , η), then it also contains (S, S , η). We denote the BRS by 'BG(Σ, 'R). It is safe if its sorting Σ is safe. A parametric redex is unary if its outer face is. A reaction rule is simple, or unary, if its redex is so. A BRS is simple, or unary, if all its reaction rules are so.
A reaction rule is nice if it is safe, simple, unary, affine and tight. A BRS 'BG(Σ, 'R) is nice if all its reaction rules are nice.
Random Bigraph Generation
We come now to our algorithm for generating random bigraphs, which covers the construction of bigraph-compatible agents (recall the definition from Sec. 2.2). 5 Beginning with our algorithmic approach for place graph generation, we briefly detail the originating concept before introducing our link graph generation algorithm. In regards to the node connection, we cover two edge cases for the linking process of nodes for the link graph.
Place Graph Generation
Barabási-Albert-Model. We adopt the Barabási-Albert (BA) model [46] as the underlying framework for our purpose to generate random place graphs. The model is widely used among researchers of large networks [47, 48] , at the same time simple in contrast to other graph models such as [49] or [50] . Barabási et al. [46] propose a random graph generation algorithm for scale-free networks whose degree distribution asymptotically obeying a power-law distribution. This is also known as the preferential attachment model. Vertices in a graph that have more connections than others will form larger clusters than vertices with fewer edges. To clarify, the interconnection between vertices is not uniformly distributed. A new vertex has a higher probability of being connected to a vertex that already has a large number of connections (see [46] ).
We are recalling the algorithm from [46] for completeness here. Let G = (V, E) be an unlabeled network with a vertex set V , and an edge set E. At the first time step, the network is initialized with a small number of starting nodes m 0 . Then at every subsequent time step, a new node is added and connected to m different existing vertices (selection is subject to a certain probability) in G by m edges (m ≤ m 0 ). The connection of a new vertex v to an existing vertex v i depends on the connectivity d(v i )
p. 511]). Effectively, this implements the preferential attachment feature because vertices with more "children" tend to get more connections than those with fewer "children".
Algorithm. We use a slightly different notion concerning place graphs when referring to "connections".
Owing to the well-defined meaning of nesting of place graphs within the bigraph theory, we resist using the term "connection" here (though the concept is similar), and use the relation has-children. We adopt the former algorithm and introduce several changes:
• The number of trees of a place graph can be specified by the parameter t indicating the initial nodes for F P (instead of m 0 ). Then, n indicates the overall number of places (containing only roots and nodes in this case), and m = n − t represents the number of nodes in F P .
• We discard the part regarding the connection of a freshly created node to m existing nodes at every time step. Here, we consider a tree where a child node has only one parent.
• We include control selection when creating a node by randomly assigning some control C k ∈ C which is drawn according to the discrete uniform distribution k = unif{0, |C| − 1}.
• In the original algorithm, we can observe that for an isolated vertex v i , the attachment probability is always Prob(v i ) = 0. We modify this property by giving each existing vertex a positive probability by incrementing the vertex degree by one, so that the attachment probability is always Prob(v i ) ≥ 1. 6 However, we employ a "trick" to avoid the additional probability computation which determines if a new node shall be nested within another one by keeping an additional list of node references. 7 That means nodes appearing more frequently in the list corresponds to nodes having a higher degree. As a result, the likelihood of being selected as a parent increases.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for generating random place graphs for a given signature. 
The procedure is shown in Algorithm 1 and shall be self-descriptive. However, we want to highlight some facts. The method Create_Root(index: int) in Line 5 creates a new root and takes an integer as argument indicating the index of this place. A control is randomly drawn from C for the node creation. Therefore, the method Create_Node(c: control) in Line 11 is responsible and accepts a control as argument. The procedure is executed until n nodes in total are being created (including roots and nodes).
Link Graph Generation
The generation of a link graph depends on the support of a place graph (see [13, Def. 2.4] ) and the signature. For a given place graph of a bigraph over the signature K, we want to present how links between nodes may be added. Therefore, we offer two strategies to define constraints on linkings between nodes: i) Minimal Pairwise Port Linkage (Uniformly-Distributed), and ii) Maximal Degree Correlation (Assortative or Disassortative).
For all strategies, we do not consider connections exclusively between inner names or allowing idle links and idle inner names in general. This is due to the fact that we focus on the agent construction of nice and simple BRSs (refer to Sec. 2.2).
Notation. Let us define some parameters first. We have p the probability that any link (whether open or closed) is created. Then, p o is the probability that an outer name is created, similar is p e the probability for edge creation. Both parameters are considered as weights (see Algorithm 2, Line 9).
Minimal Pairwise Port Linkage
For our first strategy, we allow only one link connection (i.e., through an outer name or an edge) between a pair of nodes. The connection is enabled using the node's port. It is obvious that the linking is not reflected upon roots since only nodes have ports. The procedure is presented in Algorithm 2 and explained in the following.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for generating a random link graph with minimal pairwise port linkage. if L < 1 then 4:
return "probability p is to small or to few nodes for creating links" while c < L do 8:
if Weighted_Random(p o , p e ) = 0 then 10:
else 13: l ← Create_Edge() 14 :
The first step is to determine the maximal number of possible pairwise links L (Algorithm 2, Line 2) that can be created between the nodes. The fraction of the number of links to create, can be tuned by adjusting the parameter p ∈ [0, 1]. The function Weighted_Random(a: double, b: double) (Line 9) samples a value from the tuple (0, 1) with the given probabilities a and b corresponding to the value 0 and 1 of that tuple, respectively. For example, let a = 0.3 and b = 0.8 then there is a probability of 30 % to create an outer name (0) and a probability of 80 % to create an edge (1) . The computed value of that function is evaluated in the if-then construct to determine which link shall be created. The link l in question is either an outer name returned by the method Create_Outer() (Line 10), or an edge created by the method Create_Edge() (Line 13). Both methods assign a unique label to that link. After, both variables nodes i and nodes j are being linked to l (Line 16 and Line 17). For convenience, we use the first port of each selected node (refer to Def. 3). The linked nodes are then removed from nodes and ensures that no node is linked multiple times. This procedure is repeated until no more pairwise linkings are possible.
Maximal Degree Correlation
The second model aims to achieve the highest possible linkage between nodes under a given bigraph's signature. To obtain another perspective on this task, we regard the given controls with their assigned arities as degree sequence from which we want to create a link graph. Therefore, several models exist such as the hidden parameter model or the configuration model (see [37] ). Furthermore, we want to influence the link graph's assortative or disassortative feature. Assortativity is a property indicating the preference that nodes are more likely to connect to similar nodes. We must ensure that no self-loops or idle links are generated. We cannot create infinite links between nodes as the arity of a node is fixed and naturally functions as a constraint.
Xulvi-Brunet and Sokolov model. Our following model is influenced by the Xulvi-Brunet and Sokolov model [53, 54] . It allows adjusting the magnitude of degree correlations for being either more assortative or disassortative. Therefore, their model employs a parameter p ∈ [0, 1] to vary the network's magnitude of being fully assortative (p = 1) or fully random (p = 0). Consequently, it always allows us to generate maximal degree correlations for both "directions".
Algorithm. Analogously in terms of link graphs, assortativity means that nodes with many ports tend to connect to similar nodes with high port numbers as well as nodes with small arity tend to connect to nodes whose controls also exhibit small arities. In contrast to disassortative mixing, nodes with high arity tend to connect to nodes with lower arity and vice versa.
In the parlance of [37, 53, 54] , we now explain the individual steps of our adapted algorithm for link graphs at this point instead of printing pseudo-code. Given F L with V F where each node is assigned a control with positive arity, all nodes are being put in a working queue Q at the beginning. Then, the following steps are executed:
Step 1. Randomly select 4 different nodes where each one has at least one free port.
Step 2. We then apply a simplified wiring step. Based on the desired degree correlation, the wiring is assortative or disassortative. For the former, we link both the nodes with the highest degree, followed by the remaining two nodes with the lowest degree. For the latter, we link the node with the highest and lowest degree, and finally, the two remaining ones. For linkage, a new edge is created, and two nodes are connected to it via their free port. That means an edge will have at most two vertices connected.
Step 3. If a node has no free ports, it is removed from Q, thus, not available anymore for linkage. The algorithm is repeated, starting from Step 1, as long as the number of elements in Q is greater or equal than 4.
Opposed to [53, 54] , we are removing nodes from Q, which is a natural constraint within the framework of bigraphs as the arity specifies the maximum number of links a node can have. In this case, the algorithm terminates automatically if Q has less than four nodes.
Experimentation and Analysis

Place Graph Analysis
The structure of a place graph can exhibit complicated patterns realized by their parent-childrelationship. Here, we study several properties of some artificially created place graphs, including the degree distribution and the distribution regarding the arity of the nodes. The following conducted place graph analyses refer exclusively to Algorithm 1.
On the Degree Distribution
The number of children and parents of a node in a place graph F P is called the degree of a node
returns the children of v. Thus, the degree of the node denotes the size of the open neighborhood of a node. With respect to pure bigraphs, a node can only have one parent, so |prnt F (v)| = 1.
The first insight we obtain into F P is by computing the frequency of distinct node degrees. Let deg(d) be the corresponding degree distribution:
= fraction of nodes in the place graph with degree d.
To assess the average degree distribution, we sample some place graphs. Therefore, we chose t = {1, 10, 50} for the number of trees and n = {10, 100, 1000} for the number of nodes. For each parameter combination c ti,nj ∈ t × n we performed r = 100 independent runs to generate a sufficiently large sample population. The results are averaged and presented in Fig. 2 .
From Fig. 2 we can observe that only very few nodes have many children (to the right of the histogram is the long tail, the node frequency is small) whereas the greater number of nodes have less children itself (to the left of the histogram are the nodes that dominate, the node frequency is high). Such distributions are identified by their long tails, which mainly reflect the preferential attachment property. The average degree across all configurations is relatively constant, with a value of approximately 2. In other words, node nesting is not performed independently as it is analogously the case for the ER model, where edges between nodes are created independently. However, an exception is noted for c 50,100 = 1. This is not surprising because our algorithm always creates roots first, and consequently, half of the places are already root nodes, more or less "forcing" the remaining nodes to be nested under one of these roots. The first chosen ones in the early phase quickly turn the remaining roots to orphans, thus, becoming increasingly less likely to be selected. Many of them have a node degree of zero (i.e., no children), which explains the left-shift of the average degree compared to the other configurations.
On the Node's Arity Distribution
Now, we analyze the node distribution by taking the node's port count into consideration. Recalling Algorithm 1, we have chosen a uniform distribution for control selection, ensuring a highly diverse place graph w.r.t. to a node's control. Of course, one can choose a different distribution and assign to each control a different probability of occurrence. In any case, the control selection process is independent of their respective labels and arity. This kind of analysis we conduct shortly is especially essential, as it impacts the execution of the link generation model (refer to Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 4.2). The interconnection between nodes is only viable if their port count is not zero.
Therefore, we ask the following question: How high is the probability that k nodes with positive arity are in some generated F P over the signature Σ with n nodes, when the fraction of controls with positive arity in Σ is p ∈ [0, 1]? Claim 1. A concrete place graph F P over Σ is randomly generated with n nodes (precluding roots and sites). Let us define p, the probability of controls with ar(C i ) ≥ 1, and q = 1 − p for controls with ar(C i ) = 0, where C ∈ Σ. This separates C, regardless of its labels, into two groups. We then have for v = {v i | ar(ctrl(v i )) ≥ 1} that p = | v| n . Denote by X the stochastic variable for the number of nodes with positive arity. Then X obeys a binomial distribution X ∼ B n,p (k) with probability function n k p k (1 − p) n−k . This means that the expected number of nodes having positive arity is np with mean variance np(1 − p).
To prove our claim, we compare the theoretical quantiles of the binomial distribution against our experimental data. Therefore, we vary i) the number of nodes, and, ii) the fraction of controls with a positive arity from a set of 26 controls. We fix t = 1 (number of roots) and vary the number of nodes n = {10, 100, 1000} and the fraction p = {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.8} of controls assigned a positive arity from a signature. For each parameter combination c pi,nj ∈ p × n, we performed r = 10000 independent runs for generating a sufficiently large sample population, which we averaged at the end. The results are summarized in Tab. 2; the density distribution of the experimental data and the theoretical binomial distribution are visualized in Fig. 3 for all parameter configurations c pi,nj . In addition to the results from Tab. 2 and Fig. 3 , we wish to conduct a test which distribution, among three candidate models, namely, binomial, Poisson and geometric distribution, gives us the best fit for our experimental data for each configuration c pi,nj . To conduct the test, we use the R package fitdistr [55] . We wish to briefly explain the procedure here to avoid common misconception. 8 The fit of a distribution is performed using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). For an univariate parametric probability density function f (x i |θ), the aim is to find the best estimate for unknown θ. The best estimateθ is the value which maximizes the likelihood function L(θ) = optimum, we minimize the negative log-likelihood function in order to estimateθ = arg min θ − ln L(θ) = argmin θ − n i=1 ln f (x i |θ). We judge the model's goodness-of-fit by means of the Akaike information criteria (AIC) for selecting a model candidate from our set of models which is computed as the maximum of L(θ): 2k + ln (L(θ)) − 2 where k is the number of estimable parameters (cf. [56, p. 61] ). The lowest value indicates the best model among the candidate models being used for evaluation. For reasons of clarity concerning the results, the AIC is computed only for c pi,n , n = 1000 from the same experimental data set as shown in Tab. 2. The results are presented in Tab. 3. Based on the AIC, we can opt for the binomial distribution among our three candidate distributions as it best fits the data. The larger p i is, the higher the difference of the AIC between the binomial distribution and each of the other two models becomes. This concludes the place graph analyses and leaves us with the link graph analyses.
Link Graph Analysis
Observations about the Minimal Pairwise Port Linkage Algorithm
In this section, the following statements about the link graph generation algorithm refer exclusively to Algorithm 2. Therefore, we wish to study some properties of link graphs now. It is easy to verify that Lemma 1 is true with regards to Algorithm 2. Now, we determine the total number of linked nodes the algorithm creates. If p = 1, it is easy to see, that at least two nodes must exist to create a pairwise connection, both having some control C i with ar(C i ) ≥ 1. We can conclude from Algorithm 2 (refer to Line 2) that the number of pairwise links L among nodes {v i } i∈{1,...,m} of a link graph F L is:
To ensure pairwise linkage (L > 0), the lower bound for the parameter p is p ≥ 2 m with m ≥ 2. Proposition 1. Let X be the discrete stochastic variable describing the selection of a node for linkage and f : i → N a mapping assigning every node index the number of ports of the corresponding node. We consider m nodes subject to the condition f (i) ≥ 1, v i ∈ V F , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the probability pr k = P rob(X = k) for a node v k to be selected for linkage is 1 m . This means that P rob(X ≥ 1) = 1. Regarding Algorithm 2, already connected nodes are removed from the set of available nodes, effectively decrementing m by 2 after every iteration. However, every node has the same probability of being selected for linking, which leaves the selection process independent. It is guaranteed that at least one node pair is found for linking when the lower bound is respected.
On Assortativity of the Maximal Degree Correlation Algorithm
The following analysis refers to the algorithm explained in Sec. 3.2.2 and investigates the question of whether there is any correlation between the node's ports and the assortativity of nodes. Assortativity is a key measure for investigating the structure of a network [57] . Link graphs provide similar semantics compared to networks because their hyperedges allow the connection of multiple nodes to one edge. Therefore, the assortativity (also termed degree correlation) among all nodes is a measure indicating how the linkage behavior depends on the node's port count, and thus, the control's arity (cf. [37, 57, 58] ). For such interpretation of the behavior of the link graph generation model presented in Sec. 3.2.2, we use an alternative measure from [58] to inspect the node's assortativity of a link graph, instead of using the degree correlation function or the degree correlation coefficient [59] (for a detailed explanation of these two measures see [37, 59] ). The reason is that the degree correlation coefficient may misestimate the assortativity in large networks [57] .
The alternative metric of assortativity of a network topology is rather seen as a relative concept by Thedchanamoorthy et al. [58] , which we wish to adopt here. We agree that it provides a more relevant perspective on the node assortativity distribution as it is often not meaningful considering networks either completely as assortative or disassortative [58] . We study the link graph's topology by classifying the assortativity of a link graph on the node level instead on the graph level because individual nodes can exhibit assortative and disassortative tendencies [58] . The indicator of the node's disassortativity (i.e., being non-assortative) for a link graph F L reads:
which is called the average neighbor difference (cf. [58, p. 2452 ports(v) )) − ports(v) for a link graph F L (refer to Def. 3). However, we omit the associated port of a node in each tuple ∈ neighbors L for Eq. (2); for example we write neighbors
It measures the number of differences concerning the degree of some node between the node's neighbors in terms of the link graph. 9 Therefore, we take into account the number of actually connected ports instead of only using the arity of the node's control.
As an example, consider Fig. 4 which shows a link graph with four nodes and two outer names. Node v 1 has 3 ports which are connected to the edges e1, e2 and the outer name y 1 , thus d v1 = 3. Further it is linked to all remaining nodes, namely to v 2 by edge e 1 , also to v 3 via edge e 2 and outer name y 1 , and lastly to v 4 by y 1 , thus neighbors L (v 1 ) = {v 2 , v 3 , v 4 }. The neighbors themselves have the degrees Figure 4 : An arbitrary link graph with four nodes and two outer names. The average neighbor difference is a quantity which reflects the disassortativity of a node. For the given link graph, the average difference for the highlighted node v 1 is
Then, the values are scaled by dividing each δ v by S = δ v so that the sum of the scaled valueŝ δ v is S = 1. A scaling factor λ = S +r N = 1+r
N is introduced such that (λ −δ v ) = N λ − S = r (see [58, p. 2453]) , where N is the number of nodes and r 10 the correlation coefficient (see [60] ) to match the network's assortativity. Finally, the assortativity of a node is calculated as
By definition, all assortative nodes yield α v ≥ 0. We wish to give some explanatory remarks on the interpretation of Eq. (3) for the analysis we shortly conduct. We consider nodes with an assortativity within the interval of the deviation +3 σ α (−3 σ α ) as slightly more assortative (slightly more disassortative) than the distribution's average µ α in the link graph. As apparent from the above discussion, the metric explains the relative assortativity on the node level instead of making assumptions on the higher network level. The measure is defined for undirected networks which bigraphs are: the links of the link graph make no distinction between indegree and outdegree, and self-loops are not permitted. For the analysis we randomly generate two link graphs, one being assortative and one being disassortative (refer to the algorithm in Sec arity ar ∈ {1, . . . , 40} so that the node's arities obey a uniform distribution. Then, a node with arity ar i has the probability 1 |ar| to be selected. The results are depicted in Fig. 5 and explained below. The values on the y-axis denote the assortativity of a node (Eq. (3)), the x-axis shows the actual port count of the node, and the color legend reflects the arity of a node.
The initial "arity sequence" derived by this selection process determines the frequency distribution of a node's ports available for linking. The algorithm can nearly connect every free port of a node with another node's port. This is apparent from the color legend of Fig. 5 , which denotes the control's arity associated with a node. In other words, a counterexample of the current situation would be if a point colored light-blue (i.e., ar > 30) would be visible far left in the distribution (i.e., having high arity but low port count). The current case, however, illustrates that the link graph is nearly fully connected (no port is left unused).
Assortative Mixing. The randomly generated assortative link graph is depicted in Fig. 5a , with mean µ α = 0.001 and standard deviation σ α = 0.00046. We have chosen λ = 2 N = 0.002 assuming the link graph is perfectly assortative r = 1. The majority of nodes 58.2% are slightly more assortative, and 40.6% of the nodes being slightly more disassortative. The rest of the nodes (1.2%) show a strong nonassortative linkage behavior. To a great extent, Fig. 5a displays an equal node assortativity distribution with respect to the port count, meaning that hubs are generated, including nodes with similar arities. A notable exception is that the left-most nodes exhibit both an assortative and disassortative mixing pattern. Moreover, the linear estimate exhibits an increasing trend leading to the remark that nodes with higher arity appear to be more assortative than the rest. Thus, it appears that high arity nodes tend to connect more quickly to other high arity nodes.
Disassortative Mixing. The node assortativity distribution of the disassortative link graph is depicted in Fig. 5b . We chose λ = 0 assuming the link graph is perfectly disassortative r = −1, yielding α v = −δ v , µ α = −0.001 and σ α = 0.00054. Considering all disassortative nodes α v < 0, the fraction of nodes being slightly more assortative is 59.9%, and slightly more disassortative is 39.5%. The rest of the nodes (0.6%) show a strong non-assortative linkage behavior. Moreover, the distribution in Fig. 5b exhibits very similar characteristics to the node assortativity distribution of the ER network (N = 1000 nodes, M = 3000 links) in [58, Fig. 3 ]. Especially for the peripheral nodes, the distribution displays a more disassortative mixing compared to the core nodes around a port count of 25. It can be observed from Fig. 5b that small arity nodes tend to connect more often to nodes with high arity nodes than vice versa. They have a much lower node assortativity value than the peripheral nodes on the right-hand side of the distribution. Because nodes with a small arity are removed early by the algorithm and high arity nodes remain available for linkage and share them between similar nodes at the end.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented a bigraph generation algorithm with a preferential attachment feature for place graphs and two linking pattern variants regarding link graphs and analyzed some of their properties. A main result of the work is that bigraphs can be efficiently generated from different standpoints: Our methods enable us to start either with the place graph or the link graph. The computational independence of both algorithms has the effect that one place graph can be created, and, based upon this, multiple different link graphs can be derived easily. Moreover, the individual algorithms allow the variation of several parameters, for example, the number of roots and nodes, choosing between a minimal or maximum number of connections between nodes; features that can provide good quality of results in a short period of time.
The results of the place graph generation algorithm in Sec. 4.1 can be summarized as follows. The degree distribution follows a power-law distribution, and the distribution of nodes with positive arity obeys a binomial distribution. We verified that the preferential attachment feature is implemented by our algorithm, which is indicated by the long tail regarding the node degree distribution (see Fig. 2 ). It can be seen that nodes with many children accumulate more children faster (i.e., more children are nested under these). In other words, there are only a few branches in the place graph that are very deep, yet much more flat hierarchies exist.
Concerning the link graph generation algorithm, we presented two variants for the linkage behavior between nodes of a link graph. The first being termed Minimal Pairwise Port Linkage. The algorithm yields a link graph where only two nodes at once are linked together. Regarding the second algorithm called Maximal Degree Correlation, the link graph exhibits a fully connected pattern, where multiple connections between the same nodes are possible. It can be seen that the second approach is suitable for producing more complex link graphs. Owed to the fixed control's arity, the link graph generation algorithm does not achieve a distinctive assortative/non-assortative mixing pattern. This is due to the fact that nodes with a relatively small arity are removed early in the process and are thus not available anymore for linkage. However, we can observe when choosing the disassortative mixing variant that nodes with a high arity tend to connect to nodes with a low arity and small-arity nodes to high-arity nodes.
Unlike other random network algorithms, a link graph cannot create infinite links between nodes since the arity of a control represents a constraint that must be taken into account. Thus, the node degree is prescribed because of the fixed arity of a control. This naturally leads to a more relative node assortativity regardless of the original mixing pattern (assortative or disassortative) of the generated link graph.
Reflections on the Application
Our bigraph generation algorithm gives us the possibility to create synthetic graphs that are a useful resource within many domains of application. With this in mind, we can better address scalability problems of bigraphs by analyzing models focusing on properties such as the number and size of reaction rules and agents, also further by adding runtime variations to it for more sophisticated analyses.
For instance, fog-based applications based on bigraphical meta-models [61] can utilize synthetic models for benchmarking simulation methods. With regards to a location model such in [61] , we can test and simulate nearest neighbor or navigation queries within such a model. These queries are expressed as reaction rules. One can test whether certain reaction rules impact the number of synthesized states of a transition system of a BRS when these rules are applied (i.e., the bigraph matching and rewriting problem). An example of such a reaction rule might aim to locate specific nodes of a particular location where the location bigraph is randomly synthesized with our proposed method.
Moreover, we can more easily measure the performance of new model checking (see [62] ) algorithms by generating many bigraph models under different constraints very conveniently. When performing model checking, it would be helpful to build such models under different constraints for analyzing the effects of the state space explosion problem. One can investigate whether specific reaction rules affect state space explosion depending on the size or structure of an agent, for instance.
Future Work
We plan to include the notion of place and link sortings in our algorithms. Controls are equipped with so-called sorts to ensure certain properties of a bigraph (e.g., a node assigned the control Room can not be nested under a node with the control User) (see [13] ). To implement this idea, our algorithms must be adapted in such a way that place and link sorts are preserved. This feature may be necessary for creating more sophisticated bigraphs with regards to real-world ubiquitous computing applications where the semantic of structural containment plays a role.
We have chosen a purely algorithmic approach in our work. However, it is interesting to observe that we can make use of the bigraphical framework itself when creating random bigraphs. Such a pragmatic approach from a modeling standpoint was shown by Fernández et al. [41] , where port graphs are used. Nodes of port graphs "have explicit connection points called ports", similar to bigraphs, "to which edges are attached" [41, p. 3] . Different rewrite rules define the attachment behavior. We may adopt this in the future to evaluate its versatility.
